Join our team
Have you got what it takes to be a part of
our world-class team of consultants?

Choosing where to work is
one of life’s big decisions.
It’s a balancing act of deciding what interests you, what your personal
priorities are and what will keep you on the right course to develop
your career.
This brochure will give you an insight into who we are, what we do,
what your role as a consultant might be like and much more.
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Eric

BearingPoint can provide you with the
perfect launch-pad as you start your career.
We’re a global firm with a small firm feel – a characteristic that many of our people find helps us stand
out. As a graduate at BearingPoint, you will grow personally and professionally by working with multiple
clients and team members from our various international offices. You will work in a high performing
organisation and learn from talented, experienced colleagues. You will have the opportunity to
participate in a variety of training programmes to develop your skills further.

Eric Conway
Country Lead,
BearingPoint Ireland

We at BearingPoint are proud of our reputation for delivering outstanding business results through
innovative solutions. We have a strong set of values that guides our relationships with our clients, with
each other and with the communities where we live and work.
To successfully develop and maintain this culture we recruit people who reflect the markets and clients we
serve and the communities in which we operate. Diversity and inclusion are a critical component of our
employment proposition and policies.
Come join our team. We look forward to welcoming you to BearingPoint!
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Who we are

What we do

BearingPoint consultants understand that the world of business changes constantly and that the resulting complexities demand
intelligent and adaptive solutions. Our clients, whether in consumer industries, financial services, public services or manufacturing
experience real results when they work with us.

TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING

BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS

• IT advisory

• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) strategy, selection and advisory

We combine industry, operational and technology skills with relevant proprietary and other assets in order to tailor solutions for each
client’s individual challenges. This adaptive approach is at the heart of our culture and has led to long-standing relationships with many
of the world’s leading companies and organisations.

• Software development and integration

• On-premise and cloud implementation of leading ERP solutions

• Data analytics

• ERP application management and support

• Digital strategy.

We have a distinctive way of working when we are at our best. We call this the BearingPoint Spirit and it has five characteristics.
BUSINESS CONSULTING
• Business, strategy and transformation

MANAGED SERVICES
• Application management
• Outsourcing advisory

• Digital customer management
• Supply chain

HOLISTIC

CONFIDENT

ENTREPRENEURIAL

EASY TO WORK WITH

TRUSTED

Our 4,300 people, together with our global consulting network, serve clients in more than 78 countries and engage with them for
measurable results and long-lasting success.
In Ireland our team works with some of the largest and most dynamic organisations across all industry sectors on client engagements
that range in duration from a number of weeks to large, multi-year projects.
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Technology consulting
At BearingPoint you will have the opportunity to work with a wide range of clients on a number of complex technology projects that are
transforming the way business is being done in Ireland.

Your background

Your role as a technology consultant

Technology consulting at BearingPoint is for you if you:

You will have opportunities to leverage and develop your
technology skills working on large and challenging technology
programs for customers across public, financial and commercial
services. You will design, build, and implement cutting-edge
systems for example; mobile applications, data analytics, customer
interaction and transaction processing to solve real world business
problems. You will be innovative in identifying business problems
for which emerging technologies can provide a solution.

• Study computer science, computer engineering or software
development related courses
• Like analysing data and generating new insights
• Enjoy using technology and its application to solve real world
problems
• Have experience in technologies like Java and .Net
• Take a logical, structured approach to your work

Typical projects
Visit our website for more information on typical technology
consulting projects at BearingPoint.
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John

Meet John, Technology Consultant at
BearingPoint
My role

Why Bearing Point

I joined the Technology Consulting team shortly
after graduating from Trinity College Dublin with
a degree in Computer Engineering.

I felt welcome as soon as I joined; I had
invitations to lunch, people were greeting me by
name, striking up conversations and everyone, no
matter how senior, is approachable. There are also
regular social events which are always good fun.
BearingPoint is also very dedicated to personal
development and I can set aside time to improve
my skills. There is a performance manager
assigned to each employee whose role is to work
with you to achieve your goals and provide advice
and guidance on career development.

Almost straight away I was working on a new
project in the pharmaceutical sector as a Test
Automation Engineer. This role gave me great
experience not only with client interaction but it
also gave me an appreciation of the role of testers
as I moved into a development role on my next
project in the financial sector. My responsibilities
on this project have grown from fixing small
defects to designing big new features and being
one of the main developers on the project.
Normal day
After our daily stand-up meeting, I begin working
on the tasks assigned to me. This involves code
development and discussions with software
testers and business analysts. I really enjoy
problem solving so I get great satisfaction from
overcoming issues and delivering the product to
the client’s requirements.
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Business consulting
Graduates at BearingPoint enjoy the opportunity to participate in a range of consulting and advisory projects and develop a broad skill
set across different industries. Training and development are not just made available but are actively supported. There are plenty of
opportunities to travel and responsibility and client interaction can be earned quickly.

Your background

Your role as a business consultant

Business consulting at BearingPoint is for you if you:

You will have the opportunity to leverage and develop your
business consulting and management skills to help customers
translate their business strategies into actionable projects and
programmes. You will work with customers to develop digital
strategies, transformation roadmaps and operational initiatives to
improve their business performance. You will design and articulate
new business models and support their implementation. You will
develop business cases and scenarios engaging with the customer
at senior levels in terms of tactical and operational effciencies.

• Study strategy, business, commerce or management related
courses
• Have a strong interest in how companies and organisations
adapt and evolve to meet their business needs and challenges
• Enjoy developing business ideas which translate into bottom
line results
• Have excellent management, interpersonal and presentation
skills as well as commercial and financial appreciation

Typical projects
Visit our website for more information on typical management
consulting projects at BearingPoint.
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Jen

Meet Jen, Business Consultant at
BearingPoint
My role

Why Bearing Point

Since joining BearingPoint I have been working on
a large project in the health sector. As the project
progressed my role has evolved. I was promoted
within the first year and I’ve gained some great
experience in both project management and
business analysis roles. What I really love about the
work is that I have been client-facing since the start.

When I was studying in Smurfit, three staff from
BearingPoint came out to talk to the class and I
lodged an application straight after the talk.

There is a range of ways to get involved internally
also such as researching and contributing to
proposals, attending internal consulting skills training
sessions, and helping to plan and co-ordinate
monthly social events with the Sports & Social
committee.
Normal day
The majority of my days start with either a client
workshop or a project status report. My main role
at the moment is business analyst for a software
development project, so the rest of my day fills up
quickly with ad-hoc queries and discussions with
the development team on how the client needs the
system to work.

The first reason was that I really liked the people
who came to speak with us and all of them seemed
genuinely enthusiastic, not just about meeting my
class but also about working with each other and the
work that they were doing day-to-day.
The second reason was a description of what it’s
like to work as a graduate analyst for BearingPoint,
and that was something like this - it’s a sink or swim
type of environment but with support built-in along
the way. If you need help you just ask and there’s
someone waiting to give you a hand. If you don’t
need help, nobody is going to micromanage you.
You find out how best to do the work and then you
go for it.
It’s a great place to learn, and the culture is built
around great people to work with. These are the
things that made me want to join and these are the
same things that have kept me here.
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Business information systems
Develop your business and technology skills working on large, challenging business information systems programmes involving the
deployment of market leading systems such as SAP, Oracle and Unit4.

Your background
Business information systems consulting with BearingPoint is for
you if you:
• Study business information systems, business, economic and
social studies (BESS), management science and information
systems studies (MSISS), computer science with strong business
knowledge or commerce with technical knowledge
• Relate how business processes, systems and people need to be
aligned to achieve business value
• Enjoy engaging with people to find solutions to business issues
• Have strong interpersonal skills and are comfortable presenting,
documenting and analysing

Your role as a business information
systems consultant
You will have the opportunity to leverage and develop your
business and technology skills working on large and challenging
technology programmes involving the deployment of market
leading systems such as SAP, Oracle, and Unit4 to optimise
and enable core business processes. You will develop process
and business skills in functions such as finance, HR, distribution,
manufacturing, and customer relationship management (CRM).
You will work closely with customers in a wide range of industries
to understand the challenges in their day-to-day operations and
propose and design improved processes, systems and ways of
working.

Typical projects
Visit our website for more information on typical business
information systems projects at BearingPoint.
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John

Meet John, Business Information Systems Consultant at
BearingPoint
My role
I joined BearingPoint shortly after completing a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business Information Systems in NUI Galway.
This course prepared me well for my eventual role in BearingPoint
in the Business Information Systems division. In our team, we
leverage skills in business and technology to help clients realise
large-scale implementations of systems to manage functional
areas of their business such as finance or human resources. The
depth and breadth of my experience to date enables me to help
clients achieve a broad range of different goals in a wide variety of
industries.
Gathering requirements, improving processes, managing change
and maintaining close working relationships with people of all
levels and technical understanding are key business skills that I
have learned since joining BearingPoint. Technical proficiency
blended with business skills is at the core of my role.
Normal day
A normal day for me can vary depending on what phase of
a project we are in. Running workshops with clients to gather
requirements and design systems are important tasks that
I complete at the start of a project. Once we have these
requirements a lot of time is spent building and configuring the

system to this design. Presenting work to the client is something
that we do on a weekly and sometimes daily basis.
Outside the Office
When I’m not at work, one of my main hobbies is Karate. I have
been involved in Karate for over 16 years as both a student and a
teacher, and I still practice whenever I get the time. I am also an
avid GAA fan and would try to get to as many games as possible
over the summer months.
Why Bearing Point?
BearingPoint is a fantastic place to grow your skills in a positive
environment. Since joining BearingPoint, I have found that the
work-life balance promotes a friendly and effective community of
consultants, dedicated to delivering work that we can be proud
of, and that clients recognise as industry leading and innovative.
BearingPoint is a place that constantly challenges you to learn
something new and then gives you the support and tools to
achieve.
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Developing your career at BearingPoint
At BearingPoint you will grow personally and
professionally working with a diverse range
of clients and cooperating with talented
colleagues from our offices throughout
Europe. We emphasise competency building
through formal training and direct project
work. Our people typically work in project
teams at the client’s location which helps to
foster trusted advisor relationships with some
of the world’s leading organisations.

technology graduates join BearingPoint as
analysts and progress to consultant and then
to senior consultant level. The management
path comprises four levels from manager,
leading to senior manager, director and,
ultimately, partner. Our people take
specialised career paths with defined areas
of focus, know-how, capability and expertise
that allow them to progress through the
model at a pace that fits.

BearingPoint’s Career Progression Model
maps the paths our people take to gain
knowledge, build competencies and advance
their careers based upon individual interests
and career goals. Typically, business and

You can speed up your career progression by
targeting particular topics that you want to
pursue and specialise in. We will work with
you to help you realise your personal and
career goals.
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Education programmes
You will start with BearingPoint School, an
international training week where all new hires firmwide come together to get to know the organisation
better, to build personal networks and get their career
at BearingPoint off to a great start.
To help you move forward in your career, you will find
several tailor made education programmes that will
help you to take the next step. For example, our cooperation with Yale School of Management provides
specifically designed courses for BearingPoint people.
We provide a wide range of leadership, personal
development, industry, business, technical and
solution learning opportunities in addition to our state
of the art e-learning platform which offers more than
2,200 courses and books.
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Compensation and benefits
BearingPoint offers a highly competitive compensation and benefits
package. To remain competitive in the market, we review compensation
benchmarks annually and adjust our metrics accordingly. We conduct
performance and salary reviews on an annual basis, giving employees
opportunities for promotions and/or salary adjustments.
In addition to a highly competitive salary, we offer the following benefits:
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• Health insurance

• Income protection

• Pension

• Life insurance

• Club subscriptions

• Flu vaccination

• Paid holiday leave

• Tax saver commuter tickets

• Professional subscriptions

• Mobile phone

• Cycle to work scheme

• Staff discounts

Sports and Social
Our Sports and Social Club is run by staff for staff. Regular events are
always enjoyed by all and it’s a great way to try new things and meet
new friends. The club is subsidised by BearingPoint and each month
there is something new and different to try. Feedback is extremely
positive as it provides a way to connect in a fun and relaxed environment
with staff from all parts of the business.
Recent events include:
• Tag rugby

• Wine tasting

• Paint balling

• Running events

• Theatre

• Bowling

• Race meetings

• Hovercrafting

• Quiz night

• Techies 4 Temple Street

• Cooking class

• Pool competition

• Kids’ Christmas party

• Golf tournaments

• Clay pigeon shooting
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Corporate responsibility
BearingPoint is committed to corporate responsibility
and sustainability. We encourage our people to act
responsibly both in their work and through our pro-bono
social initiatives. We aim to contribute positively to our
society and create a sustainable business future. We
like to think “green” in our use of resources. Our aim is to
make a positive impact on the community, environment
and marketplace while conducting our business.
At the heart of BearingPoint’s corporate responsibility
strategy is the BearingPoint Foundation. We invest 1%
of the firm’s annual profits through the Foundation –
consisting of both time and money. This investment
specifically focuses on the development and
understanding of the human mind and we work with
charities who aim to:
• Improve health and mental well-being
• Drive advances in IQ (Intelligent Quotient) and EQ
(Emotional Quotient)
Our social purpose is our way of making a positive
impact and a long-term difference to the wider world we
all live and work in.

The desire to “give something back” is important to
us and we are proud to be associated with the charity
Cardiac Risk in the Young (CRY) in Ireland.
CRY is a self-supporting registered charity which
means that it operates without government funding.
BearingPoint developed CRY’s website to help promote
the organisation and its much needed activities and
which provides a means for people to donate directly
online. BearingPoint staff also help to raise funds for the
charity through sports and social events and other public
sponsored activities such as marathons, bake sales and
Point2Point cycle events.
• Support the Centre for Cardiovascular Risk in Younger
Persons (CRYP) at Tallaght Hospital, where families
and individuals at risk can be evaluated in a timely
manner without financial cost
• Promote heart screening through its support for the
development of a National Screening and Counselling
Service
• Provide counselling and support to families affected
• Raise awareness of cardiac risk in the young through
media campaigns and public information meetings
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Our history
BearingPoint has been in Ireland for almost 50 years and our company
history reaches back more than 110 years to the accountancy firm,
Peat Marwick, founded in 1897.
In 2001 we separated from KPMG to form KPMG Consulting as
an independent entity and in 2002 we changed our name to
BearingPoint.
In 2009 we had a management buyout by the European leadership
to form a new independent partnership which, while it has European
roots, addresses the needs of our clients globally.
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recruiter@bearingpointcareers.ie

RD LOWE

Montague House, Adelaide Road,
Dublin 2, D02 K039, Ireland.
+353 1 418 1111

S
RATHMINE

Apply to open positions on our website
BearingPointCareers.ie
For any other queries, please feel free to
contact us.

HARCO

Join our team

CHARLEMO
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